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ccnp tshoot: maintaining and troubleshooting ip networksthis course teaches students how to
design, implement, monitor, and maintain ip services in a converged ip/non-ip network environment.

students will learn how to plan, configure, and troubleshoot ip routing, packet switching, and vprn
services. students will also be introduced to ip services features in the cloud. the course includes two

comprehensive labs that provide hands-on experience with the tools and concepts learned in the
course. ccnp route: implementing ip routingthis course teaches students how to plan, implement,
and verify a complex enterprise network routing solution using ip routing protocols. students will

learn how to plan a design for lan and wan routing services. they will learn about static and dynamic
routing and routing protocols such as rip and ospf and the protocols associated with eigrp. the
course also covers network security, internet routing, and ip mobility. the course includes two

comprehensive labs that provide hands-on experience with the tools and concepts learned in the
course. ccnp switch: implementing ip switchingthis course teaches students how to plan, implement,
and verify an ip switching solution in an enterprise network. students will learn how to plan a design
for ip routing services, including protocol-based switching, vprn services, and acls. the course also

covers ip routing protocols and advanced ip routing techniques. the course includes two
comprehensive labs that provide hands-on experience with the tools and concepts learned in the

course.
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this page contains free cisco cisco certified
network associate labs (ccna labs) or ccnp
labs. the ccna labs can be found on cisco's
website. the ccnp labs can be found at my

cisco labs site. both types of labs are a
great way for you to review the material.
now that you have found this page, i hope

you will check out my labs site. i have
hundreds of cisco ccna labs and ccnp labs.
check out my labs site and use the links to
each topics page to help you get started.

as you spend time on my labs site, you will
see how you can use the labs to your
benefit. also, i think you will like my

affiliate link for the cisco 101 ccna labs
book. that way, you can have access to

even more labs for free. packet tracer 8.2
is a powerful network simulator for ccnatm

and ccnptm certification exam training
allowing students to create networks with

an almost unlimited number of devices and
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to experience troubleshooting without
having to buy real ciscotm routers or

switches. in this lab you will be practicing
troubleshooting a cisco router and a cisco
switch. working with these conveniently-

formatted labs, students will gain practical
experience and skills for using advanced ip

addressing and routing in implementing
scalable and secure cisco isr routers
connected to lans and wans; and for

configuring secure routing solutions to
support branch offices and mobile workers.

a ccnp certification equips students with
the knowledge and skills needed to plan,

implement, secure, maintain, and
troubleshoot converged enterprise

networks. the ccnp certification requires
candidates to pass three 120-minute

exams: route 300-101, switch 300-115, and
tshoot 300-135. 5ec8ef588b
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